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The Hamiltonian framework on symplectic and cosymplectic manifolds is extended
in order to consider classical field theories. To do this, the notion of k-cosymplectic
manifold is introduced, and a suitable Hamiltonian formalism is developed so that
the field equations for scalar and vector Hamiltonian functions are derived.
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I. INTRODUCTION
There are many attempts in recent years to develop a Hamiltonian formalism for classical field
theories. In the 1960s the so-called multisymplectic formalism was developed by the Tulczyjew
school in Warsaw ~see Refs. 1–4! and independently by Garcı´a and Pe´rez-Rendo´n5,6 and Gold-
schmidt and Sternberg.7 This approach was revisited by Martin,8,9 Gotay,10,11 and more recently
by Cantrijn et al.,12–14 de Leo´n et al.,15,16 Sardanashvily,17,18 Kanatchikov,19 and Echevarrı´a
et al.20 ~also see Refs. 21 and 22!.
At the same time, other approaches were suggested, with different names but defining the
same geometrical object. Thus, Gunther introduced the so-called polysymplectic structures,23
Awane24,25 the k-symplectic manifolds, also discussed by Puta26 and Norris ~see Ref. 27 and the
references therein!, and de Leo´n et al.28,29 studied the so-called p-almost cotangent structures.
Along this paper, we shall adopt the name of a ~almost! k-symplectic structure. The original idea
in all these papers was to abstract the geometrical ingredients of the k-cotangent bundle (Tk1)*Q
of a manifold Q , say the manifold of 1-jets with target 0PRk of all the mappings from Q into Rk.
Since (Tk1)*Q may be canonically identified with the Whitney sum of k copies of T*Q , we can
transport the canonical symplectic structure on it to (Tk1)*Q . It should be noticed that the vertical
distribution has to be incorporated in the game. This structure can be also derived by using the
solder form of the linear frame bundle of Q ~see Ref. 27!. We also remark that in Ref. 29 it was
presented an integrability theorem that provides Darboux coordinates as in the symplectic case.
Given a k-symplectic manifold, we obtain a Hamiltonian system by introducing a Hamiltonian
function. Thus, the corresponding field equations can be derived23 as the integral sections of a
k-vector field. Moreover, if we consider vector-valued Hamiltonian functions, we obtain a Hamil-
tonian vector field, and in this case, the Hamiltonian has to be of polynomial form.24,25
The purpose of this paper is to extend the study to the case of field equations involving the
independent parameters in an explicit way; in other words, the Hamiltonian function is of the form
H(t i,xa,xai ), where 1<i<k , 1<a<n . To define a convenient geometrical structure, we extract
the geometric ingredients of the so-called stable cotangent bundle of k1-covelocities Rk8760022-2488/98/39(2)/876/18/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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v i is a 2-form, and V is an nk-dimensional distribution on a k(n11)1n-dimensional manifold M
satisfying some compatibility relations, will be called an almost k-cosymplectic structure on M ,
and M an almost k-cosymplectic manifold. After identifying such a structure as a kind of
G-structure on M , an integrability theorem is proved and Darboux coordinates are introduced on
a k-cosymplectic manifold ~Sec. II!. This result shows that a k-cosymplectic manifold is locally
isomorphic to a stable cotangent bundle of k1-covelocities; in Sec. III we prove that, under some
global conditions, there is also a global isomorphism. In Sec. IV, we introduce the dynamics; in
fact, the geometry of a k-cosymplectic manifold allows us to write the field equations in a global
way. An example is discussed. The case of vector-valued Hamiltonian functions is studied in Sec.
V. Finally, we compare our geometrical approach with the so-called multisymplectic formalism
~Sec. VI!. In a forthcoming paper we shall examine the corresponding Euler–Lagrange formalism.
II. ALMOST k-COSYMPLECTIC STRUCTURES
Let p:Rk3Q!Q be a trivial fibered manifold and denote by J1p the manifold of 1-jets of
local sections of p, J1p will be called the stable cotangent bundle of k1-covelocities of the
manifold Q . J1p!Q is a vector bundle over Q with standard fiber Rk3Rnk, where dim Q
5n . We have a canonical identification J1p>Rk3(Tk1)*Q in such a way that we can introduce
local coordinates on Rk3(Tk1)*Q as follows. If (xa) are local coordinates on Q , then (t i,xa,xai ),
1<i<k , 1<a<n , is a local coordinate system on Rk3(Tk1)*Q . The reason for the above
notation is the following. For k51 we have J1p>R3T*Q , and (t ,qa,pa) stands for the canoni-
cal coordinates on it.
Define a family (h0) i ,(v0) i ,V0 of 1-forms (h0) i , 2-forms (v0) i and a distribution V0
given by
~h0! i5dti, ~v0! i5dxa∧dxa
i
, V05K ]]xa1 ,. . . , ]]xak L .
A simple inspection in local coordinates shows that the following relations hold:
~i! (h0)1∧•••∧(h0)kÞ0,
~ii! dimker(v0)1ù•••ùker(v0)k5k ,
~iii! ker(h0)1ù•••ùker(h0)kùker(v0)1ù•••ùker(v0)k5$0%,
~iv! (h0) i cV050, (v0) i cV03V050 (1<i<k).
Inspired in the above geometrical model, we introduce the following definition.
Definition II.1: Let M be a differentiable manifold of dimension k(n11)1n . A family
(h i ,v i ,V; 1<i<k! where each h i is a 1-form, each v i is a 2-form, and V is an nk-dimensional
distribution on M , such that
~i! h1∧•••∧hkÞ0,
~ii! dim(ker v1ù•••ùker vk)5k ,
~iii! ker h1ù•••ùker hkùker v1ù•••ùker vk5$0%,
~iv! h i cV50, v i cV3V50 (1<i<k),
will be called an almost k-cosymplectic structure, and the manifold M an almost k-cosymplectic
manifold.
In particular, if k51, then dim M52n11, and ~h,v! is an almost cosymplectic structure on
M ,30,31 and (h ,v ,V) an almost stable cotangent structure on M .32 From the conditions of Defi-
nition II.1 we deduce that there exist k vector fields j1 ,. . . ,jk on M satisfying
iz ih j5d i j , ij iv j50, ~1!
with 1<i , j<k , and that will be called the Reeb vector fields associated to the almost
k-cosymplectic structure. Our intention is to get integrability conditions that provide Darboux
coordinates for such a kind of geometrical structure. To go further in this direction, we first shallhted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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G-structure on an m-dimensional manifold M is a G-reduction of the linear frame bundle of M .33
Here G a Lie subgroup of Gl(m ,R).
Define k distributions V1 ,. . . ,Vk on M by
Vi5ù jÞi ker v jùker h1ù•••ùker hk .
Then
Vi,V , dim Vi5n , Viù~1 jÞiV j!5$0%,
for all 1<i<k , and therefore we have
V5V1 % ••• % Vk .
Since ~1! we can choose a linear frame at a point xPM of the form
$j1 ,. . . ,jk ,Y k11 ,. . . ,Y k(n11)1n%, such that
^Y k11 ,. . . ,Y k~n11 !1n&5ker h1ù•••ùker hk ,
^Y k1in11 ,. . . ,Y k1in1n&5Vi ,
for all 1<i<k . Moreover, we have ^j1 ,. . . ,jk&5ker v1ù•••ùker vk . With respect to this linear
frame, each v i is written as
v i5S 0 0 ••• 0 ••• 00 Pi ••• 2Qit ••• 0A A A A0 Qi ••• 0 ••• 0
A A A A
0 0 ••• 0 ••• 0
D ,
with Pi52Pi
t and det QiÞ0. We construct a new frame $j1 ,. . . ,jk ,Xk11 ,. . . ,Xk(n11)1n% at x
given by the formula
S j1AjkXk11
A
Xk~n11 !1n
D 5~j1 ,. . . ,jk ,Y k11 ,. . . ,Y k~n11 !1n!S Ik 0 0 ••• 00 A 0 ••• 00 B1 C1 ••• 0A A A A
0 Bk 0 ••• Ck
D ,
where
A5Qk21, Ck5In , Bk5 12 ~Qk21! tPkQk21,
Ci5~Qi21! tQkt , Bi5 12 ~Qi21! tPiQk21,
for all 1<i<k . With respect to this new frame ~called adapted to the k-cosymplectic structure! the
forms v1 ,. . . ,vk , are expressed by the matrices (v1)0 ,. . . ,(vk)0 given byhted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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0 0 0 ••• 0
D , . . . ,~vk!05S 0 0 0 ••• 00 0 0 ••• 2In0 0 0 ••• 0A A A A
0 In 0 ••• 0
D .
Each pair of adapted frames is related by a change with associated matrix
S Ik 0 0 ••• 00 A 0 ••• 00 B1 C ••• 0A A A A
0 Bk 0 ••• C
D ,
with Bi
tA5AtBi and C5(A21) t for all 1<i<k . The group G of such matrices is a Lie subgroup
of Gl(k(n11)1n ,R). Now we obtain a G-structure on M by collecting all the adapted linear
frames at all the points of M . Conversely, let us suppose a given G-structure B on M . Then we
may define an almost k-cosymplectic structure (h i ,v i ,V;1<i<k) on M , as follows. If
$e1 ,. . . ,ek(n11)1n% is the canonical basis of Rk(n11)1n and $e1,. . . ,ek(n11)1n% is the corresponding
dual basis, we set (h i)x(X)5eiu21(X), (v i)x(X ,Y )5u21(X)(v i)0(u21(Y )t, and
Vx5u~^ek1n11 ,. . . ,ek~n11 !1n&!,
where xPM , X ,YPTxM , and uPB is an adapted linear frame,
u:Rk~n11 !1n!TxM .
Summing up, we have proved the following.
Proposition II.2: A manifold M of dimension k(n11)1n admits an almost k-cosymplectic
structure if and only if the structure group of its tangent bundle is reducible to the group G of
matrices of the form
S Ik 0 0 ••• 00 A 0 ••• 00 B1 C ••• 0A A A A
0 Bk 0 ••• C
D ,
with Bi
tA5AtBi and C5(A21) t for all 1<i<k .
Definition II.3: Let M be a k(n11)1n-dimensional manifold with an almost k-cosymplectic
structure (h i ,v i ,V). We say that (h i ,v i ,V) is integrable if the corresponding G-structure is
integrable, and in such a case it is called k-cosymplectic.
A G structure on a manifold M is said to be integrable33 if around each point of M there exist
local coordinates (zu) such that the local frame $]/]zu% is adapted to the G-structure, that is, it
takes values in the reduced G-bundle.
Therefore, an almost k-cosymplectic structure (h i ,v i ,V) on a manifold M is integrable if
around each point of M there exist local coordinates (si,xa,xai ;1<i<k ,1<a<n) such that
h i5dsi, v i5dxa∧dxa
i
, V5K ]]xa1 ,. . . , ]]xak L a51,...,n . ~2!
Such coordinate functions will be called Darboux or canonical coordinates.
The following theorem characterizes the integrability of a k-cosymplectic structure.hted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
dh i50, dv i50, @V ,V#,V ~1<i<k !. ~3!
Proof: The integrability of a G structure obviously implies ~3!. Conversely, let us suppose that
~3! holds. Define Kx5ker h1(x)ù•••ùker hk(x), for each xPM . We have
TxM5^j1&x % ••• % ^jk&x % Kx ,
and the distributions
^j1&,^j2&, . . . ,^jk&,Kx ,
are all of them integrable. Moreover, the sum of each pair of these distributions is also integrable
and TM5^j1& % ••• % ^jk& % K . From Lemma 1.3 of Ref. 34 we deduce that for every point x
PM there exists a local coordinate system (t i,xa,xai ;1<i<k ,1<a<n) in a neighborhood U¯ of
x , such that
^j i&5K ]
]t i
L , K5K ]
]xa
,
]
]xa
i L
~1<i<k
1<a<n!
.
On U¯ , for each fixed 1<i<k , we have
j i5 f i
]
]t i
,
and, since h j(j i)5d i j , we deduce that
h i5
1
f i dt i5gi dti.
Since the 1-forms h1 ,. . . ,hk are closed, we get
05dh i5
]gi
]t j
dt j∧dti1
]gi
]xa
dxa∧dti1
]gi
]x j
a
dx j
a∧dti,
which implies
]gi
]xa
505
]gi
]x j
a
,
for all 1<i , j<k , 1<a<n , and
]gi
]t j
50,
for all 1<i , j<k , iÞ j . Then gi5gi(t i) and we can define k functions hi5hi(t i) where each hi
is a primitive function of gi . Define a new coordinate system (t˜i ,x˜ a,x˜ ai ) on a neighborhood U˜ of
x by
t˜i5hi~ t i!, x˜ a5xa, x˜ a
i 5xa
i
,
for 1<i<k and 1<a<n . With respect to these coordinates, we writehted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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]
]t˜i
, K5K ]
]x˜ a
,
]
]x˜ a
i L
~1<i<k
1<a<n!
.
Since K is an integrable distribution there exists an integral submanifold W of K through x
such that (W ,v1 ,. . . ,vk ,V) is a k-symplectic manifold ~see Refs. 24, 25, 28, and 29!. Then there
exists a coordinate neighborhood (U8,xa,xai ) with 1<i<k , 1<a<n , in W such that
v i cU85dx
a∧dxa
i
, V cU85K ]]xa1 ,. . . , ]]xak L 1<a<n ,
for all 1<i<k . If the coordinate functions t˜i of U˜ are defined in (2e i ,e i), for each 1<i<k , we
take the following coordinate neighborhood of x in M :
~U5~2e1 ,e1!3•••3~2ek ,ek!3U8,si,xa,xa
i !,
with si5t˜i , and then we have
v i5~Ai!r
j ds j∧dsr1~Bi!a
j ds j∧dxa1~Ci!a ,s
j ds j∧dxa
r
1~Di!b , j
a dxa∧dxb
j 1~Ei!b
a dxa∧dxb1~Fi!b ,s
a , j dxa
j ∧dxb
r
.
Since ij jv i50, we deduce that
~Ai!r
j5~Bi!a
j 5~Ci!a ,s
j 50,
for all 1<i , j , s<k , 1<a<n , and from dv i50 we obtain
]~Ei!b
a
]s j
5
]~Fi!b ,s
a , j
]sl
5
]~Di!b , j
a
]sr
50.
Therefore
~Ei!b
a~s j,xs,xs
j !5~Ei!b
a~0,xs,xs
j !50,
~Fi!b ,s
a , j~sl,xs,xs
l !5~Fi!b ,s
a , j~0,xs,xs
l !50,
~Di!b , j
a ~sr,xs,xs
r !5~Di!b , j
a ~0,xs,xs
r !5dabd i j ,
from which we get that
v i5dxa∧dxa
i
.
Moreover, for each xPU , we have
V~x !,TxU8,
and then
V5K ]]xa1 ,. . . , ]]xak L 1<a<n ,
which completes the proof of the theorem. j
Remark II.5: When k51, the condition @j ,V#,V is a necessary condition for the integrability
of the almost stable cotangent structure (h ,v ,V), and it is an independent condition of the other
ones ~see Ref. 32!. For k.1, we have the following.
Proposition II.6: If M is an almost k-cosymplectic manifold with k.1, and j1 ,. . . ,jk are the
Reeb vector fields associated to the almost k-cosymplectic structure, thenhted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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for all 1<i<k .
III. k-COSYMPLECTIC MANIFOLDS THAT ARE STABLE k-COTANGENT BUNDLES
Let (M ,h i ,v i ,V;1<i<k) be a k-cosymplectic manifold. For each 1<i<k , we consider the
distributions
Vi5ker h1ù•••ùker hkù jÞiker w j ,
Ki5ker h1ù•••ùker hkùker v i5 % jÞiV j ,
which are all of them involutive and hence define foliations on M . If j1 ,. . . ,jk are the Reeb vector
fields, then we put
W5^j1 ,. . . ,jk& % V ,
Wi5^j1 ,. . . ,jˆ i , . . . ,jk& % Ki ,
where ˆ over an element means that this element is omitted. Again, W and Wi are integrable
distributions of dimension k(n11) and (n11)(k21), respectively.
Definition III.1: The k-cosymplectic structure (h i ,v i ,V) defines a fibration on M when the
following conditions are satisfied.
~i! The leaf space M i5M /Wi defined by the involutive distribution Wi is a quotient manifold
of M , and the canonical projection pi :M!M i is a fibration for each 1<i<k .
~ii! The leaf space Q5M /W defined by the involutive distribution W is a quotient manifold of
M and the canonical projection p:M!Q is a fibration.
In such a case, we have the following commutative diagram:
where s i is the induced projection. Moreover, we can choose a suitable coordinate system
(si,xa,xai ), such that
pi~s1,. . . ,sk,xa,xa
1
.. . ,xa
k !5~si,xa,xa
i !,
p~s1,. . . ,sk,xa,xa
1
,. . . ,xa
k !5~xa!,
s i~s
i
,xa,xa
i !5~xa!.
On each M i we define a cosymplectic structure (h i,v i) by putting
h i~X !5h i~X¯!, v i~X ,Y !5v i~X¯,Y¯!,
with X¯,Y¯PTM , such that (pi)*(X
¯)5X and (pi)*(Y
¯)5Y . Moreover, each Vi defines a distribu-
tion V¯i on M i such that (h i,v i,Vi) is a stable almost cotangent structure on M .32
Definition III.2: Let yPM be such that p(y)5x and pi(y)5yi for each 1<i<k . If b
PTx*Q , the i-vertical lift of b to TyM is the unique vector b (i)PTyM , such that b (i)PVi(y) and
iT~pi!b~ i ! h i50, iT~pi!b~ i ! wi5~s i!*b .hted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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we have the following results.
Proposition III.3: Given the 1-forms b, g on Q , we have
@b~ i !,g~ j !#50, @b~ i !,j j#50,
for all 1<i , j<k .
Proposition III.4: If  is a symmetric connectic adapted to the k-cosymplectic structure on M
that define a fibration, then  induces, by restriction, a flat connection on each leaf of the
fibrations pi :M!M i .
It should be noticed that such an adapted symmetric connection always exists from the general
theory of G structures ~see Ref. 33!. Now we can prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem III.5: Let (M ,h1 ,. . . ,hk ,v1 ,. . . ,vk ,V) be a k-cosymplectic manifold that defines a
fibration p:M!Q . Let  be a symmetric connection adapted to the structure. If the flat connec-
tion induced by  is geodesically complete, each fiber of p is connected and simply connected and
each leaf of ^j i& % Vi is connected for all 1<i<k , then M is an affine bundle modeled in the
vector bundle Rk3(Tk1)*Q . Therefore, M admits a structure of vector bundle on Q isomorphic to
Rk3(Tk1)*Q .
Proof: We need only to define a mapping,
r:M3Q~Rk3~Tk
1!*Q !!M ,
such that, for each zPQ ,
rz :p21~z !3~tk!21~z !!p21~z !,
is a free and transitive action. For any bPT*Q and any tPRk, we can define k vector fields
bˆ i
tk5t ij i1b
(i)
. Each (bˆ it
k) is a geodesic vector field and then its flow exp tbˆ it
i
is global. For any
(t1,. . . ,tk)PRk, (b1 ,. . . ,bk)P(Tk1)*Q , and yPp21(z), we then define
rz~y ,t1,. . . ,tk,b1 ,. . . ,bk!5~exp bˆ k
tk!•••~exp bˆ 2
t2!~exp bˆ 1
t1!~y !. j
Therefore, M is an affine bundle modeled over Rk3(Tk1)*Q , and if s:Q!M is a global section
of p we can define an isomorphism Fs :M!Rk3(Tk1)*Q by identifying s with the zero section in
M .
Proposition III.6: For any global section s of p , the diffeomorphism Fs :M!Rk3(Tk1)*Q
defined above, satisfies
h i5Fs*~h0! i1~tk!*b i, v i5Fs*~v0! i1~tk!*f i,
where (h0) i , (v0) i are the canonical forms on Rk3(Tk1)*Q .
Proof: The result follows from the formulas:
F
*
~a~ i !!5a~ i !0, F
*
~j i!5~j0! i ,
where a (i) and a (i)0 are the (i) lifts of a to M and Rk3(Tk1)*Q , respectively, and j i , (j0) i are
the Reeb vector fields on M and Rk3(Tk1)*Q , respectively. j
Definition III.7: A k-cosymplectic structure satisfying all the hypotheses of Theorem III.5 will
be called regular.
Two regular k-cosymplectic structures (M ,p ,Q ,h iv i ,V) and (M¯ ,p¯,Q ,h i,v i,V¯) over the
same manifold Q are equivalent if there exists a bundle isomorphism F:M!M¯ over the identity
on Q , such that
F*h i2h i5p*~d f i!, F*v i2v i5p*~db i!,
for all 1<i<k , where f i is a function on Q and b i is a 1-form on Q . Then F*h i2h i and
F*v i2v i are cohomologous to zero for all 1<i<k .hted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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regular k-cosymplectic structures over Q and the elements of
H1~Q ,R!3•••3H1~Q ,R!% ~H2~Q ,R!3•••3H2~Q ,R!!,
where H1(Q ,R) and H2(Q ,R) are, respectively, the first and the second de Rham cohomology
groups of Q .
The above results are a natural extension of those obtained by Thompson and
Schwardmann.35,36
An alternative procedure can be developed by using the following theorem due to Nagano.37
Theorem III.9: Suppose that there exists a vector field C on a manifold M satisfying the
following conditions.
~i! C generates a global one-parameter transformation group on M .
~ii! For each point xPM there exists a unique limt!2`(exp tC)(x), where exp tC denotes the
flow of C .
~iii! The characteristic operator (AC)x associated to C satisfies (AC)x25(AC)x for each sin-
gular point x of C .
~iv! The set of S of the singular points of C is a submanifold of M such that codimension S
5rank(AC)x , for all xPS .
Then there exists a unique vector bundle structure on M such that C is the canonical vector
field.
Theorem III.10: Let M be a k(n11)1n-dimensional manifold endowed with a
k-cosymplectic structure (h i ,v i ,V;1<i<k) such that the 1-forms h i and the 2-forms v i are
globally exact, i.e., there exist k functions f i and k 1-forms a i such that
h i5d f i , v i5da i ,
for all 1<i<k , and with (a i) cV50 and a i(j j)50. Let C1,. . . ,Ck be the vector fields on M ,
defined by
iCih j50, iCiv j5d i ja j ,
for all 1<i , j<k , and define
Ci5 f ij i1Ci,
for 1<i<k , where j1 ,. . . ,jk are the Reeb vector fields. Then
iCih j5d i j f j , iCiv j5d i ja j .
If the vector fields C1 ,. . . ,Ck satisfy ~i!–~ii! then there exists a unique vector bundle structure on
M that is isomorphic to the stable bundle of k1-covelocities Rk3(Tk1)*S of the singular submani-
fold S of C5C11•••1Ck . Moreover, this isomorphism transports the canonical k-cosymplectic
structure and the canonical vector field of Rk3(Tk1)*S to (h i ,v i ,V) and C , respectively.
Proof: The vector field C5C11•••1Ck satisfies the conditions ~i!–~iv! in Theorem III.9, and
then there exists a vector bundle isomorphism f over the manifold S of the singular points of C:
where p is the canonical projection and p8 is the projection induced from p via f. Then, for each
hted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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(h i(x),v i(x),M x) on the vector space TxM % M x , with M x5p21(x), by using the linear isomor-
phism:
11fx :TxM5TxS % NxS!TxS % M x .
In fact, if we put f i(x)5fxj i(x) and Wi(x)5fxVi(x), we have
M x5^ f 1~x !, . . . , f k~x !& % W1~x ! % ••• % Wk~x !,
and we define a linear isomorphism,
Gx :M x!Rk3~Tx*S % ••• % Tx*S !,
by
Gx~ f i,0,...,0 !5~ei0,...,0 !,
Gx~0,0,...,v i , . . . ,0!5~0,0,...,iv iv i , . . . ,0!,
where $ei,1<i<k% is the canonical basis of Rk and v iPWi(x). We finally get a vector bundle
isomorphism:
G:M5øxPSM x!Rk3~Tk1!*S5øxPSRk3~Tx*S % ••• % Tx*S !.
j
IV. HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS ON k-COSYMPLECTIC MANIFOLDS
In order to introduce dynamics on a k-cosymplectic manifold we need to consider a Hamil-
tonian function defined on it. The dynamics will be given by k-vector fields, thus we first recall
this notion, which is a natural extension of the notion of vector fields. Let M be an arbitrary
manifold and
tk:Tk
1M!M ,
its tangent bundle of k1-velocities. Let us recall that Tk
1M is the manifold of 1-jets at 0PRk of
mappings from Rk into M .
Definition IV.1: A section s:M!Tk1M of the projection tk will be called a k-vector field on
M .
Since Tk
1M may be canonically identified with the Whitney sum of k copies of TM , say
Tk
1M[TM % ••• % TM ,
we deduce that a k-vector field s defines k vector fields X1 ,. . . ,Xk on M by projecting s onto every
factor. From now on, we shall identify s with the k-tuple (X1 .. . ,Xk).
Definition IV.2: An application s:U,Rk!M defined on some open neighborhood of 0
PRk will be called an integral section of a k-vector field (X1 ,. . . ,Xk) passing through a point x
PM if and only if
s~0 !5x , s
*
~ t !S ]]t iD5Xis~ t ! for all tPU .
We say that a k-vector field (X1 ,. . . ,Xk) on M is integrable if there is an integral section passing
through each point of M .
Let us remark that if s is an integral section of a k-vector field (X1 ,. . . ,Xk), then each curve on M
defined by s i5s+Ji , where Ji :R!Rk is the natural inclusion Ji(t)5(0,...,t , . . . ,0), is an integral
curve of the vector field Xi on M , with 1<i<k .
Now, assume that M is a k-cosymplectic manifold with k-cosymplectic structure
(h1 ,. . . ,hk ,v1 ,. . . ,vk ,V). We define two vector bundle morphisms V[ and V] as follows:hted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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X!V[~X !5iXv11h1~X !h1 ,. . . ,iXvk1hk~X !hk
and
V]:Tk
1M!T*M
~X1 ,. . . ,Xk!!V]~X1 ,. . . ,Xk!,
such that
V]~X1 ,. . . ,Xk!~Y !5trace~V[~X j!i~Y !!5(
i51
k
V[~Xi!i~Y !5(
i51
k
v i~Xi ,Y !1h i~Xi!h i~Y !,
for all YPTM . The above morphisms induce two morphism of C`(M ) modules between the
corresponding spaces of sections.
Remark IV.3: If k51 then V[5V] is defined from TM onto T*M , and it is the morphism
xh ,v defined on the cosymplectic manifold (M ,h ,v) by ~see Refs. 30 and 31!
xh ,v~X !5iXv1h~X !h .
If (si,xa,xai ; 1<i<k , 1<a<n) are Darboux coordinates for the k-cosymplectic structure
(h i ,v i ,V), and if the k-vector field (X1 ,. . . ,Xk) is expressed with respect to this system by
Xi5~Xi! j
]
]s j
1~Xi!a
]
]xa
1~Xi!a
j ]
]xa
i ,
then
V]~X1 ,. . . ,Xk!5(
i
~Xi! i dsi2(
i ,a
~Xi!a
i dxa1(
i ,a
~Xi!a dxa
i
. ~4!
Let H:M!R be a function on M . If (X1 ,. . . ,Xk) is a k-vector field on M , the equations
h i~X j!5d i j , ;i , j ,
V]~X1 ,. . . ,Xk!5dH1(
i51
k
12j i~H !h i , ~5!
would imply
~Xi! j5d i j
]H
]xa
52(
i51
k
~Xi!a
i
,
]H
]xa
i 5~Xi!a. ~6!
From these local conditions we can define, in a neighborhood of each point xPM , a k-vector field
that satisfies ~6!. For example, we can put
~Xi! j5d i j , ~X1!a
1 5
]H
]xa
, ~Xi!a
j 50, for iÞ1Þ j , ~Xi!a5
]H
]xa
i .
Now one can construct a global k-vector field, which is a solution of ~6!, by using a partition of
the unity.
Remark IV.4: Equations ~6! have not, in general, a unique solution. In fact, if we denote by
MkC`(M ) the space of matrices of order k whose entries are functions on M , and we define the
maphted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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1M!MkC`~M !
~X1 ,. . . ,Xk!!h i~X j!,
the solutions of ~6! are given by (X1 ,. . . ,Xk)1(ker V]ùker h]), where (X1 ,. . . ,Xk) is a particu-
lar solution.
Definition IV.5: Any k-vector field (X1 ,. . . ,Xk) on M , such that
h i~X j!5d i j ,
V]~X1 ,. . . ,Xk!5dH1(
i51
k
12j i~H !h i ,
for all 1<i , j<k , will be called an evolution k-vector field on M associated with the Hamiltonian
function H .
Let (X1 ,. . . ,Xk) be an evolution k-vector field associated to H , and assume that it is inte-
grable. Let
s:Rk!M
~ t i!!s j~ t i!,aa~ t i!,saj ~ t i!,
be an integral section of (X1 ,. . . ,Xk); then, we have
]s j
]t i
5d i j ,
]sa
]t i
5~Xi!a,
]sa
j
]t i
5~Xi!a
j
,
for all 1<i , j<k and 1<a<n . Therefore, Eqs. ~6! give
]H
]xa
52(
i51
k ]sa
i
]t i
,
]H
]xa
i 5
]sa
]t i
,
with 1<i<k and 1<a<n , which are the field equations for H .
Remark IV.6: Let (X1 ,. . . ,Xk) be an evolution k-vector field. Since h i(X j)5d i j , it follows
that the vector fields X1 ,. . . ,Xk on M are linearly independent.
Example IV.7: We shall use the above formalism to obtain an intrinsic version for the elec-
trostatic equations. Consider R3 with a metric g with components gi j . Let f:R3!R be the
electric potential and p5(p1 ,p2 ,p3): R3!R3 the electric field. Denote by (t1,t2,t3) the standard
coordinates on R3, and set Ag5Adet gij. By r(t) we denote the scalar function that gives the
density of electric charge on R3. Consider on M5R33(T31)*R the canonical 3-cosymplectic
structure (h i ,v i ,V;1<i<3). We denote by (t1,t2,t3,x ,x1,x2,x3) the local coordinates on R3
3(T31)*R induced by the standard coordinate (x) on R, and define a Hamiltonian function,
H:R33~T3
1!*R!R
~ t1,t2,t3,x ,x1,x2,x3!!AgS 4pr~ t1,t2,t3!x1 12g gi jxix j D .
Consider the equationshted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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V]~X1 ,X2 ,X3!5dH1(
i51
3
12j i~H !h i , ~7!
where j1 , j2 , j3 are the Reeb vector fields and (X1 ,X2 ,X3) is a 3-vector field on R3
3(T31)*R. Let s:R3!R33(T31)*R, s(t)5t ,c(t),c1(t),c2(t),c3(t) be an integral section of
an evolution 3-vector field that is a solution of ~7!. Then we obtain
4pr~ t1,t2,t3!Ag52S ]c1]t1 1 ]c
2
]t2
1
]c3
]t3 D ,
1
Ag S (i51
3
gi jc jD 5 ]c]t i ,
which are the electrostatic equations, and then the components c(t) and c1(t),c2(t),c3(t) of s
are, respectively, the electric potential f and electric field p5(p1 ,p2 ,p3) on R3.
Actually, in most of the real electrostatic problems, one has to deal with finite regions and
with the boundary conditions established in the limits of those regions. To do that the Green
identities have to be used.
Thus, the suitable boundary conditions to the Poisson ~Laplace! equations to present a unique
well-behaved solution inside a finite region are modeled. Physically, we know that the specifica-
tion of the potential on a closed surface defines a unique boundary problem ~Dirichlet boundary
conditions!. The specification of the electric field at any point of the closed surface, i.e., the
specification of the distribution charge on the surface ~Neumann boundary conditions!, also de-
fines a unique problem. Those propositions can be shown by taking into account the first Green
identity ~see Ref. 38 and the references therein!.
V. Rk-VALUED HAMILTONIANS
We can also consider Hamiltonian functions Rk-valued on a k-cosymplectic manifold M .
In Darboux coordinates we have
H5H1~si,xa,xai !, . . . ,Hk~si,xa,xai !,
or equivalently,
H5Hiei ,
where $e1 ,. . . ,ek% denotes the standard basis in Rk.
Definition V.1: If M is a k-cosymplectic manifold, a vector field X on M such that
h i~X !51, for all i51,...,k ,
Vb~X !5dH1F(
i51
k
~12j i~Hi!h i!eiG , ~8!
where j1 ,. . . ,jk are the Reeb vector fields associated with the k-cosymplectic structure, will be
called a k-Hamiltonian system associated to H .
In Darboux coordinates, we have
X5
]
]s1
1•••1
]
]sk
1Xa
]
]xa
1Xa
i ]
]xa
i ,
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]s j
50, if iÞ j , ]H
i
]xa
52Xa
i
,
]Hi
]xa
j 5d i jXa.
If
s:~2e ,e!,R!M
t!s i~ t !,sa~ t !,sai ~ t !
is an integral curve of X , then we obtain the Hamilton equations associated to the Rk-valued
Hamiltonian H:
]Hi
]xa
52
dsa
i
dt ,
]Hi
]xa
j 5d i j
dsa
dt .
From these equations and using the same argument as in Refs. 24 and 25, we can prove the
following result.
Proposition V.2: An admissible Hamiltonian function H5(H1,. . . ,Hk) is necessarily of the
form
Hi5 (
a51
n
wa~s
i
,x1 ,. . . ,xn!xa
i 1c i~si,x1 ,. . . ,xn!,
for 1<i<k .
Given an admissible Hamiltonian function H5(H1,. . . ,Hk) on M , we can define the local
vector field,
X5
]
]s1
1•••1
]
]sk
1
]Hi
]xa
i
]
]xa
2
]Hi
]xa
]
]xa
i ,
which satisfies ~8!. By using a partition of the unity, it is possible to define a unique global vector
field X on M satisfying ~8!.
An application. Let L:R3TQ!R be a hyperregular Lagrangian function, that is, the Leg-
endre transformation Leg:R3TQ!R3T*Q defined by L is a diffeomorphism. Denote by H
5EL+Leg21 the Hamiltonian energy, where EL5C(L)2L , C being the infinitesimal generator of
the dilations on TQ . We construct a 2-cosymplectic structure on the manifold M5R23(TQ
% T*Q) as follows.
First of all, let vQ denote the canonical symplectic form on T*Q and vL5Leg* vQ the
Poincare´–Cartan two-form on TQ .39 If (qa) are coordinates on Q we denote by (qa,va) and
(qa,pa) the induced coordinates on TQ and T*Q , respectively. So, we have coordinates
(t1,t2,qa,va,pa) on M . Denote by t: M!R3TQ and p:M!R3T*Q the canonical projec-
tions, locally given by
t~ t1,t2,qa,va,pa!5~ t1,qa,va!,
p~ t1,t2,qa,va,pa!5~ t2,qa,pa!.
If we put
h15dt1, h25dt2, v15t*vL , v25p*vQ ,
we deduce that (h1 ,h2 ,v1 ,v2 ,V) is a 2-cosymplectic structure on M where V5Ker Tr ,
r:M!Q being the canonical projection.
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given by
H~ t1,t2,Xq ,aq!5~t*EL ,^Xq ,aq&2t*L !.
In local coordinates we obtain
H~ t1,t2,qa,va,pa!5S va ]L]va2L ,qapa2L D .
Let now X be a vector field on M , which is Hamiltonian for H . After a direct computation, we
deduce
X5
]
]t1
1
]
]t2
1va
]
]qa 1Xa
1 ]
]va
2
]H
]qa
]
]pa
,
where
]2L
]t1 ]vb
1va
]2L
]qa ]vb
1Xa
1 ]
2L
]va ]vb
2
]L
]qb 50.
If s(t)5s1(t),s2(t),sa(t),sa1 (t),sa2 (t) is an integral curve of X , we have
dsa
dt 5v
a
,
dsa
1
dt 5Xa
1
,
dsa
2
dt 52
]H
]qa .
Therefore, the projections of s onto Q satisfy simultaneously the Euler–Lagrange and Hamilton
equations.
VI. MULTISYMPLECTIC FORMALISM ON JET BUNDLES
In this section we obtain the Hamiltonian formalism above as a particular case of the multi-
symplectic formalism on jet bundles.12
Let p:E!M be a fibered manifold. We denote by L0kE and L1kE the following vector
bundles on E:
L0
kE5$sPLkE/ivs50, ;vPVp%,
L1
kE5$sPLkE/iv1iv2s50, ;v1 ,v2PVp%,
where Vp is the vertical bundle of p. Here, LrE denotes the space of r-forms on the manifold E ,
that is,
LrE5øzPELr~Tz*E !.
If we take fibered coordinates (si,xa), then each element in L0kE can be expressed as x(si,xa)dks ,
and each element of L1
kE as x(si,xa)dks1xai (si,xa)dxa`dk21si , where dks5ds1`•••`dsk
and dk21si5i(]/]si) dks . Thus, we can introduce local coordinates (si,xa,x) and (si,xa,x ,xai )
on L0
kE and L1
kE , respectively.
We denote by Mp5L1
kE . Since L0
kE is a vector subundle of Mp, then Mp/L0
kE
5J1p* is a quotient manifold of dimension (k11)n1k with local coordinates (si,xa,xai ).
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p1,0* :J1p*!E ,
p1* :J1p*!M .
On Mp there is a canonical k-form Q, which is defined as follows:
Qv~X1 ,. . . ,Xk!5v~n*X1 ,. . . ,n*Xk!,
for all XiPTvMp and vPMp , where n:Mp!E is the canonical projection.
Definition VI.1: The (k11)-form on Mp, defined by
V5dQ ,
is called the multisymplectic structure on Mp.
Definition VI.2: A global section h: J1p*!Mp of m is called a Hamiltonian.
Given a Hamiltonian h on J1p*, we can define a (k11)-form on J1p* given by
Vh52h*V .
Definition VI.3: A section g:M!J1p* of p1* satisfies the Hamilton equations associated to a
Hamiltonian h if and only if
g*~iXVh!50,
for all vector field X on J1p*.
Put
h~si,xa,xa
i !5si,xa,x52H~si,xa,xai !,xai ,
with H:J1p*!R.
Then a section g(si)5si,ga(si),gaj (si) as in Definition VI.3 satisfies the following system
of differential equations:
]H
]xa
52(
i51
k ]ga
i
]si
,
]H
]xa
i 5
]ga
]si
,
which are the field equations for H ~see Sec. IV!.
Next, we shall consider the particular case where p:E!M is the trivial bundle (Rk
3Q ,p ,Rk).
In this case we get
Mp5Rk3R3~Tk
1!*Q , J1p*5Rk3~Tk1!*Q .
Consider the canonical k-cosymplectic structure (h0) i ,(v0) i ,V0 on J1p*5Rk3(Tk1)*Q de-
scribed in Sec. II. Notice that (v0) i52d(l0) i , where (l0) i5xai dxa, and (t i,xa,xai ) are Dar-
boux coordinates ~see Sec. II!.
If h:J1p*5Rk3(Tk1)*Q!M5Rk3R3(Tk1)*Q is a Hamiltonian on J1p* such that
h~ t i,xa,x
a
!5t i,2H~ t i,xaxai !,xa,xia,
then we obtain the following.
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i51
k
~l0! i`ij i~h0!1`•••`~h0!k,
where (j0) i5]/]t i(1<i<k), are the Reeb vector fields on Rk3(Tk1)*Q .
Thus, we deduce the following.
Proposition VI.5: A section c of the canonical projection p*:Rk3(Tk1)*Q!Rk satisfies the
Hamilton equations in Definition VI.3 if and only if c is an integral section of an evolution
k-vector field on Rk3(Tk1)*Q associated to H .
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